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Boston - In September 2018, we shared what we believed to be interesting research around the magnitude of annual
forecasting error by Wall Street analysts. We found that these consensus earnings estimates for constituents of the Russell
2 0 0 0 small-cap equity index were off by 47% on average over the eight-year study from 2010 to 2017. After four years and
a big economic do wnturn, we revisit the analysis here.
In the original blog, we used the study as evidence of inefficiency in the small-cap market, the pitfalls of focusing on
short-term results and "anchoring" to a wildly inaccurate consensus. In this post, we provide an up date to the initial study
with a refined methodology and a significantly extended time period.
Our original post also hoped to dispel the myth of quantity equals quality — the industries with the highest number of
analysts, Energy and Tech, had the least accurate estimates, which still holds. With this up date, we want to share our
application of the results and our belief that focusing on quality businesses with a long-term perspective and an appropriate
valuation framew ork is a better way to potentially generate outperformance and exploit inefficiencies in the market.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the inaccuracy we witnessed over the original eight-year study was similarly large over a 22-year
period. The year-by-year errors in consensus estimates are displayed belo w, where once again we see the median error was
sizeable at 4 0%. The same sector pattern was also present in the up dated study, with Utilities only off by 14% on average
versus Energy at 9 4%.

Source: Eaton Vance Research. Data from 1999 to 20 2 0 as of 7/ 26 / 22. Provided for illustrative purposes only.

As a reminder, if company A was expected to generate $1.0 0 of EPS entering 2 0 2 0 but eventually reported $1.4 0 in a
positive scenario, or $ 0.6 0 in a negative scenario, we measure that as a 4 0% estimate error (see methodology belo w ).
With the market's fixation on short-term earnings beats and misses relative to Wall Street estimates, one might look at the
results of this study and conclude that exploiting this inefficiency simply requires more accurate forecasting than
consensus. To such a simple solution we say... good luck!
More importantly, we believe this "solution" misses the point. Overconfidence can often lead to short-hand valuation
approaches that produce overly precise point-in-time price targets based on the P/ E ratio multiplied by earnings per share.
In reality, if we knew what earnings w ould be with 100% foresight, that still w ouldn't tell us what we should be willing to pay
for a business. The appropriate valuation methodology — never mind what multiple we should place on earnings — depends
on the fundamental quality characteristics of that business: durability/ variability of the earnings, gro w th potential, return on
invested capital, the cost of capital and the conversion of those earnings into cash flo w over the long term.
Rather than pursuing false precision, investors may be able to tilt the odds in their favor by embracing uncertainty and
asking what w ould be a realistic range of outcomes for a business in an uncertain w orld. What if everything goes right for
the company? Where could its cash flo w and valuation go? What if the investment thesis is flawed? What is the potential
do wnside scenario? Understanding a business and its drivers can position investors for a more complete view of a stock's
potential than trying to pinpoint earnings.
It's very difficult to accurately forecast earnings, and Wall Street estimates certainly provide a large data set to prove that
they widely miss the mark year in and year out. Rather than simply trying to be more accurate, we believe the way to exploit
inefficiencies in the small-cap market is by focusing on businesses rather than earnings. Em brace uncertainty with a
thoughtful framew ork that accepts unkno wns, while taking a much more comprehensive approach to determining what a
business is w orth in the long term.
Bottom line: Earnings are just one piece of the puzzle, and we believe investors should beware of overemphasizing
short-term earnings expectations at the expense of gaining a full understanding of a company's long-term economics.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Russell 2000® Index is an unmanaged index of U.S. small cap stocks.

It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
METHODOLOGY

Eaton Vance Small/Mid-Cap Equity Team performed analysis to compare beginning of calendar year for ward adjusted earnings per
share consensus analyst estimates for the constituents of the Russell 2 0 0 0 Index against the actual adjusted earnings per share results
reported for each index constituent over a 22-year time frame from 1999 to 20 2 0. We calculated the percent difference (actual
earnings divided by earnings estimates, minus one) bet ween the estimates and actuals to demonstrate the extent to w hich consensus
analyst estimates diverged from actual earnings. We took the absolute value of each percentage differential and excluded any
estimates that were off by more than 3 0 0% to eliminate outliers. Taking the median of the absolute values across this data distribution
yielded our final result.

The value of equity securities is sensitive to stock market volatility. Smaller companies are generally subject to greater price fluctuations,
limited liquidity, higher transaction costs and higher investment risk than larger, more established companies.
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"Em brace uncertainty with a thoughtful framew ork that accepts unkno wns, while taking a much more

comprehensive approach to determining what a business is w orth in the long term."
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